FULL PERM POLICY
Term Of Services – TOS
This Policy applies to any full perm product that is in my marketplace store, unless
specified otherwise, and applies to any type of product, whether it is an animation,
a sound, a script, a pose, a texture, a prim, a sculpt, a mesh, etc.
FULL PERM DON’Ts
DO NOT Sell this item Full Perm
DO NOT Resell Full Perm
DO NOT Sell Or Resell Copy/Transfer
DO NOT Give it away for free Or $0L Full perm, Copy/Transfer
DO NOT Make People think is yours in a subtle manner like not giving a proper
credit to it's creator,
etc.
DO NOT Sell, Resell, Giveaway as it is, stand alone or by itself this single item,
but as part of your
builds with other items.
DO NOT use any tool or software to copy this item.
Failing to abide by this TOS can get you banned and your accounts/alts from
second life, lose your
lindens and subject of a lawsuit in court.
You must not assume if an item has not a notecard is not copyrighted or that you
can sell it full perm!.
YOU CAN:
Sell as part of your buildings, or building sets
Sell, Resell, Give Away as long as is not full perm and/or copy/transfer and only if
it comes with other
creators items, such a furnished houses, landscape creations, etc.
Give as a promotional gift to your clients as especified above not alone or by itself
but as a complete
build with other items together and if you follow the "DON'Ts above!.
Distribute this item as "copy mod / with no transfer"
"transfer / with no copy no mod permissions".
With just the "Copy" permission
Just Edit/Mod permissions

Edit or Mod
Retexture, add a new texture, or do cosmetic changes that will make it look
different.
Be reasonable and give the proper credit of it's creator when necessary.
Learn to make and/or upload your own items
Tell others where to find this item on marketplace if they liked for this good price.
WHAT A FULL PERM IS NOT:
Is not a freebie to give away indiscriminately to anyone.
You don't own the rights, nor the license, permission or authorization of this
object.
What you are buying is a full perm copy for your own use, on your own builds or
creations to be used
inworld, this does not imply that you have ownership over this item.
If an item has not a notecard, it doesn't mean is free to sell full perm as your own,
basic copyright law
asserts that if you create it an item, you own the rights, if you didn't create it is
not!.
DMCA (Digital Millennium Copyright Act).
Is the law that the government has to protect digital copyrights,
This law can put you on jail and make you pay a fine.
for more info search google.
If anyone else is interested in this mesh, please point out where they can get the
product for this very
affordable price!.
Thank You very much for abiding to this TOS and for your support, and feedbacks
they are appreciated!.

